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is there an extended family of mediterranean welfare states? - mediterranean welfare states 285
journal of european social policy 2010 20 (4) distinctive legacies and of the impact of both internal and
external forces. - draft - is there an extended family of mediterranean ... - 1 - draft - is there an
extended family of mediterranean welfare states, or: did beveridge and bismarck take a mediterranean cruise
together? 1 children, gender and families in mediterranean welfare states - this volume gal has
described these nations as belonging to an extended family of welfare states that share some common
characteristics and outcomes, one of which is the role of the family. by bringing together case analyses of the
welfare states in the mediterranean which focus on children, gender, and families, we maintain that it is
possible to shed light on aspects of social policy that do ... southern welfare states: configuration of the
welfare ... - or israel already do, an “extended family of mediterranean welfare states” (gal 2010). in this
paper, we propose, in the first section, to come back and synthesize the main arguments of this debate since
the nineties and argue that this discussion is crucial, not only children, gender and families in
mediterranean welfare states - exploring the extended family of mediterranean welfare states, or: did b
eve ridge and bismarck take a mediterranean cruise together? 77 john gal part iii country studies children,
gender and families in the italian welfare state 105 valeria fargion the erosion of "familism" in the spanish
welfare state: childcare policy since 1975 129 cclia valiente children, families and women in the israeli ...
israel as a welfare state: a visual essay - taubcenter - 4 mediterranean welfare regimes israel’s
characteristics allow it to be classified as part of the “extended family” of the mediterranean welfare regimes.
immigration in a mediterranean welfare state: the italian ... - immigration in a mediterranean welfare
state: the italian experience in comparative perspective giuseppe sciortino dipartimento di sociologia e ricerca
sociale, universita` degli studi di trento ... cover-the sustainabilty of western welfare states - fastest
growing welfare states were those of the mediterranean countries who sought to catch up with the prevailing
level of services in europe – greece, spain, portugal and italy averaging an 8.4 per cent increase. school of
economics and management - depecoeg.ulisboa - with regard to the clustering of european welfare
states, especially the mediterranean countries. we want to demonstrate that the reforms be carried out well,
to varying degrees, over the period 1990-2006 may have contributed to a reclassification of some countries.
female employment and the mediterranean welfare regime - the mediterranean welfare regime are
oriented towards the family in such a way that i doesn’t provide many incentives for women to work, and
instead is geared towards the male breadwinner model. (2008) the nordic path of spain’s mediterranean
welfare - european welfare states towards the middle, the spanish case stands out as the one mediterra- nean
eu country which has gone further in incorporating inputs and traits of the social- democratic nordic world of
welfare capitalism. the turkish welfare regime: an example of the southern ... - the turkish welfare
regime: an example of the southern european model? the role of the state, market and family in welfare
provision daniel grütjen* *the author is a political scientist living in berlin and istanbul. he is currently working
on his phd thesis on the trans- formation of the turkish welfare regime. 112 a t the beginning of the 21st
century, europe is actively discussing whether ... family cohesion and socio- economic status: a
preliminary ... - mediterranean countries is seen as assisting what the family already does in its informal
support role; equivalently, to fill the gaps as informal support networks recede as a consequence of
urbanization. gender roles and social policy in an ageing society: the ... - bismarkian or mediterranean
welfare models). the third type, identified the third type, identified as the beveridgean welfare states, makes a
strong distinction between
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